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GROUP INVARIANT’S OF LINKS 
MASAAKI WAoA t 
(Rrcrirrd 9 F’ebruary 1990) 
EVERY oriented link can be realized as a closed braid f.(b) for some braid b. If b is an n-string 
braid, the link group n,(S’ - L(b)) has a presentation 
(X,, . . . . X,IXi Z(b) = Xi (i = 1,. . . , II)), 
where z is a homomorphism of the braid group B, to the group of automorphisms of the 
free group (x1, . . , x, ) called the Artin representation (see 9 I). 
By a computer experiment, we have found some other representations of the braid 
group B,, on the free groups which, in the same way as above, give group invariants of links. 
We will study these group invariants in this paper. 
In 9: I. we describe the link group via the Artin rcprcscntation. This shows the motivation 
of our computer expcrimcnt. The result of the cxpcrimcnt is given in $2. WC will analyze the 
group invariants obtained by this method in the following sections. 
$1. TllE LINK CROUP 
WC fix our notation about braids first. For more detailed arguments, we refer to [3]. 
The braid group B, of order n is gcncratcd by the elcmcnts ui (i = I,, . . , n - 1) shown 
in Fig. I. These generators satisfy the following fundamental relations ([2]). 
aia, = b,cr, (Ii -iI 2 2) (1) 
~ibi+lbi=bitlbibi+l (i = I,. . . ,n - 2) (2) 
We will write the composition of braids from left to right. Thus, all the actions of the braid 
group will be from the right. 
The braid group B, can also be regarded as the mapping class group of (D, d), where 
D denotes a disk with n holes, and d its outer boundary. Therefore, the braid group 
B, naturally acts on n,(D), and it induces a representation a:B, + Aut(n,(D)) called the 
Artin representation. The fundamental group n,(D) is a free group of rank n generated by 
x1,. . . , &r where xi is represented by the boundary of the i-th hole. The action of the 
generator Oi E B, on D is shown in Fig . 2. Therefore, the Artin representation is given by 
XiCC(C,) = XiXi+ 1 X; ’ 9 
XiClr(bi) = Xiv 
x, a(aJ = x, (j#i,i+ 1). 
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Let L(h) bc a closed braid obtained by closing a braid hi B,. An application of the van 
Kampcn’s thcorcm shows that the link group n,(SJ - L(h)) has a presentation 
< .‘c I,...,.‘C,I.Ti~(h)=XI (i= l....,fl)). (3) 
This gives an altcrnativc definition of the link group, since cvcry oricntcd link can be 
realized as a closed braid L(h) for some braid hi U,, (Alcxandcr [I]). That the isomorphism 
type of the group prcscntation (3) dots not dcpcnd on the choice of the braid h is obvious 
from the fact that it is a prcscntation of the fundamental group of the complcmcnt of L(h). 
However, there is another way of verifying this, which allows us to look for a modification 
of the group invariant. 
Let us denote the disjoint union of the braid groups as 
B= ((hJl)IhEB, (n= I,2 (... )I, 
Markov [4] proved that two closed braids f.( h, n) and f.(b’, n’) are isotopic as oriented links 
in S’ if and only if (h, n) - (b’, n’), where the equivalence relation 5 on B is generated by 
1. (h, n) c (aiba;‘, II) 
II. (b, n) - (ba: ‘, n + I) 
which are referred to as Markov moves of type I and type II respectively. 
Now, we can prove that the isomorphism type of the group given by (3) is independent of 
the choice of the braid h as follows. (See also [S].) First, notice that the group (3) is the group 
of co-invariants of h. namely the maximal quotient of the fret group (xi,. . . , x,) on which 
b acts trivially. It is a general fact that the group of co-invariants is invariant under 
conjugation by an automorphism. Hcncc, we only need to deal with the Markov moves of 
type II. Consider the prcscntation 
(Xl.. . .rX,+LIlia(hU,)=xi (i= I*....fl+ I)), 
where h~f?,. Notice that the last relation is just 
&+, = X”. 
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By replacing all other occurrences of x,+ l by x,, one can easily see that the presentation 
reduces to (3). It is left to the reader to verify that the presentation 
(x,. . ..r-‘~,+1I.~il(bbh’)=~i (i=l,...,n+ 1)) 
also reduces to (3). 
82. THE EXPERI>lENT 
Let F. denote the free group of rank n generated by x1, . . . , x, _ We look for representa- 
tions 
p:B,-+Aut(F,) 
of the special form; 
.~ip(ai) = U( Xi* Xi + 1). 
.Yj+ 1 p(fli) = U(-Xi* .'cj+ 1 )v 
.~jp(ai) = .Xj (j#i,i+ I), 
where u. PE (0, h) are words in two letters. We call such a representation p a shift type 
rcprcscntation. The relations (1) for the braid group arc immediately satisfied. and the 
relations (2) rcducc to the condition 
For the rcprcscntation 11 above to bc well-dclincd, the pair (u, t;) also needs to satisfy the 
condition 
C2. The assignment u + 11, h + u dcfincs an automorphism of the free group (u. h). 
Our computer program produced all the possible pairs of words u, DE (a, b) such that 
the sum of the word lengths ofu and v is no more than IO, and checked the condition Cl for 
each pair. 
Notice that there are two symmetries among shift type representations, one correspond- 
ing to the involution of the free group F, given by simultaneously replacing xi with x,-l, and 
another which comes from the symmetry of the braid group B, which is given by inter- 
changing ei and 0; ‘. 
Up to these two symmetries, the pairs (u, v) which satisfy both Cl and C2 fall into the 
following seven types: 
Type 1. ((1. h). 
Type 2. (b. a-‘). 
Type 3. (h-1, u-l). 
Type 4. (umbu-m, u) where m is an integer. 
Type 5. (ah- ‘u, a). 
Type 6. (uhu, a - ’ ). 
Type 7. (a%, h-‘a-‘h). 
We suspect that those given above are, up to the two symmetries, the only pairs which give 
shift type representations of the braid group on the free group of rank n. 
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Using a shift type representation p: 8, -+ Aut(F,) determined by such a pair (u, u). we 
would like to define a group invariant of a link L = L(b, n) by 
G,.,(L) = (x,.. . X 1 Y-p(b) = Xi .9-n-, (i = 1,. . . , n)). (4) 
As noted in 3 1, this group is always invariant under Markov moves of type I. For this group 
to be invariant under Markov moves of type II. it suffices for the pair (u, L’) to satisfy the 
condition 
C3. The relation I’ = b implies u = a. 
To see this. consider the presentation 
(Xl.. . . sX~+lI.KiP(hCn) = Xi (i= 1,. . . ,fl + 1)). (5) 
Notice that the last relation is 
u(x,.x,+,) = x,+1. 
By the condition C3, we also get 
II(.‘c,, X” l , ) = 5,. 
This shows that the generator U,E B, acts trivially on the quotient group (5). Therefore, we 
can replace all the other relations .Uil’( hrz,) = .Yi by _Yilj( h) = xi. Then, by dropping the last 
relation togcthcr with the gcncrator .xn+, , WC rcducc the prcscntation to (4). WC also need to 
show that the prcscntation 
(XI.. . .,S,+II?CiI)(h~,‘)=,Yi (i= I.....flS I)) 
is rcduciblc lo (4). Since ~)(a,) is an aulomorphism of F,, the relations can bc rcwrittcn as 
_Y, /J(h) = .Xi /)(a,) (i = I,. . . ,n + I). 
Then, Lhc last relation is 
X.+1 = 4.L x, + I). 
From here. we can proceed as before, and show that the presentation reduces to (4). 
Of the seven types given above, types 3-7 satisfy the condition C3, therfore define 
group invariants of a link. The groups corresponding to types I and 2 are not invariant 
under Markov moves of type II. 
It should be pointed out that for each pair (u, u) of type 3-7, the group invariant G,,.(L) 
also admits Wirtinger type presentations. Consider a regular projection P of an oriented 
link L. Regard P as a dircctcd graph, and denote the edges of P by x,, . . . , x,. These are the 
generators of the group G,,,,(L). For each crossing of P, we give two relations as follows. 
If the crossing is right-handed as in Fig. 3(a), the relations are xi = u(.Q, x,) and 
xj = c(.u~, xl). and if the crossing is Icft-handed as in Fig. 3(b). WC give xL = U(.Yi. .Xj) and 
_Y[ = L.(.Ti+ _Yj). 
It is not dillicult to set that the isomorphism type of the group presentation defined this 
way is invariant under the Rcidemeistcr moves for oriented links, thus dcfincs a group 
invariant of an oricntcd link L. When P is the projection of a closed braid, this definition of 
G,_(L) coincides with our previous definition. 
The reprcscntation p: B, -. Aut( F,) of type 3, given by the pair (h-l, a-‘). maps each 
generator a,~ b, to an involution of F,. Thcrcfore, the rcprcscntation p factors through the 
symmetric group of order n, and the group invariant Gb-l,rr-~( L) carries no information 
about the link L other than the number of components of L. In fact, Gh- I.~- I( L) is a free 
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group whose rank is equal to the number of components of L- The same remark applies to 
the type 4 representation when m = 0. 
The representation of type 6, given by (aba, a-‘), can be reduced to type 5 by conjugat- 
ing the representation by the involution T of F, defined by xrit = x2i and x2$+ I r = x,: 1. 
In the rest of this paper, we analyze the group invariants given by the representations of
types 4, 5, and 7. 
53. GROUP INVARIANTS OF TYPE 4 
Let us denote the representation of type 4 by 
a,: S, + Aut( F.). 
Namely, a, is defined by 
Xi Cf,(Qi) = X;l Xi + 1 Xi-“, 
Xi+ I a&J = Xi, 
Xj a&A = XI (j#i,i+ I). 
The Artin representation a = a, is a special case of this. 
For an oriented link L isotopic to a closed braid L(b, n), denote the corresponding 
group invariant by 
G,(L) = (x,,. . . ,x.lx,a,(b) = x1 (i = 1.. . . ,n)>. 
To understand this group geometrically, consider a disk with n holes, D, as in 5 I. But, 
this time, imagine that the loop x, is “hidden inside the i-th hole”, and the boundary of the 
i-th hole is represented by x7. The homeomorphism of D to itself which represents u1 E S,, 
now induces a,eAut( F.) (Fig. 4). 
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To be more precise, consider the exterior X of an oriented link L. Each boundary 
component of X is a torus S’ x S’ whose first coordinate we assume represents the 
meridian and the second coordinate the longitude. We paste this boundary torus to another 
torus by the mapf:S’ x S’ + S’ x S’ defined byf(z , , z2) = (IT, z2). Do this pasting to 
each boundary component of X. Then, the fundamental group of the resulting space is 
isomorphic to G,,,(L). 
Generalizing this idea, we can imagine more than one loops hidden inside each hole 
of D. This leads to the following construction. Let Y be the wedge of r circles, and w:S’ + Y 
be any loop in Y. We paste each boundary torus S’ x S’ of X to a copy of Y x S’ by the 
map w x id:S’ x S’ -+ Y x S’. The fundamental group of the resulting space 
w=x u YXS’... (J YXS' 
w x id v x id 
has the following description. 
The fundamental group of Y is the free group generated by the r circls Y’, . . . , Y,. The 
loop w represents a word w(y, , . . . , y,). We define a shift type representation a, of the 
braid group B, on the free group F,, = (xl. I,. . . , x,. ,, x2. ,, . . . , I,.,) by 
-yi.kzw(~i) = w(~i~w~l(~i~I)~~i+l.kw(~i+l~w~l(Xi~~ 
.yi+ l.kzw ( ui) = -yi.k T 
-rj.klw(ai) = .Yj.k (i # i. i + I ). 
where Xi abbrcviatcs (\.i, 1, , . . , .<i.r). If the link f. is isotopic to a closed braid L( h, n), then 
the fundamental group n, (IV’) is isomorphic to the group 
G,(L) = (xl.‘.. . . ~LI~L~~,(~~) = xi./ (VW>. 
For instance, if w is the word y,y2,. . . . y,. this group is the group of the r-parallel link 
off.. since WC can taks a disk with t holes instead of Yin this cast. 
$4. GROUP tNVARtANTS OF TYPE 5 
Recall that the rcprcscntation of type 5, 
/I: B, + Aut( F,) 
is defined by 
-yifl(ai) = XiXIG'1Xi3 
-yi+lB(Oi) = -vi, 
xj8(ai) = xj (j#i,i+ 1). 
Then, for an oriented link L isotopic to a closed braid L(b, n), we define 
GB(L) = (x’,. . . ,x,jx,P(b) = xi (i = I,. . . , n)). 
We show that this group GB( L) is isomorphic to the free product of the fundamental 
group of the 2-fold branched covering space of L and an infinite cyclic group. 
Let X denote the exterior of the link L = L( h, n). and p: x’ + X its r-fold cyclic covering 
space. Identify in x’ the inverse image p-’ (so) of the base point X~E X, and denote the 
quotient space by f/p-‘(x0). The fundamental group nl(,?/p-‘(xo)) is just the free product 
of n,(z) and the free group of rank r - I. There is a natural Z,-action on x’, hence on 
n’(J?/p-‘(x,)). The group of co-invariants of the Z,-action on n’(z/p-‘(-x0)) is naturally 
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identified with xl(X). The group II~(X/~-~(X~)) has the following description via a repres- 
entation of the braid group. 
Let F,, be the free group of rank nr generated by 
(+Yi,kli = 1,. . . ,n,kEZ,). 
We define the representation 
B,:B, -, Aut(F.,) 
by 
xi.kbr(ai) =Xi.kXi+l.k+lXi~kl+lr 
-xi+t.kbr("i) = xi.kv 
xj.k&(bi) = Xj.k (j#i,i+ 1). 
One can show that for a closed braid L = L(b, n). the group 
G,(L) = (sxi.k(eyi.kfi, = xi-k (i = 1,. . . , n, kEZ,)) 
is isomorphic to n,(J?/p-’ (x0)). Notice that the Z,-action on _G@.( L) is given by 
-ti.k d -xi.k + 1 . The lifts of (the r-th power of) the meridians of L in X are represented by 
xi.Oxi.l . . . Xi,,_, (which are conjugate to each other if L is a knot). 
Now, consider the case r = 2. The group nl(~/p-‘(xo)) is the free product of x1(X) and 
an infinite cyclic group. Sewing back the link L to the 2-fold covering space x’ introduces 
the relations x,.~,Y,. , = x~.~.Y~. , = . . . = x,.~x.. , = I. If we replace xI.t by x,: in the 
definition of the representation /?,,we obtain /I. This shows that the group G,(L) is the free 
product of the fundamental group of the 2-fold branched covering space of the link L, and 
an infinite cyclic group. 
$5. GROUP INVARIANTS OF TYPE 7 
The representation of type 7, 
y: B, + Aut(F,) 
is defined by 
Xiy(ai) = XfXi+ 13 
Xi + * ;I(ai) = Xi+‘* Xi- ’ Xi + 1 9 
Xjy(Oi) = Xj (i # i, i + 1). 
For an oriented link L isotopic to a closed braid L(b, n), the associated group invariant is 
defined by 
G,(L) = (x,, . . . , x,lxiv(b) = Xi (i = 1,. . . ,n)). 
When abelianized, the representation y gives the same homomorphism of the braid 
group B, to GL(2. Z) as the type 6 representation (which reduces to type 5). Therefore, the 
abelianization H, (G,( L)) is isomorphic to the direct sum HI (2) ~$3 Z, where x’ denotes the 
2-fold branched covering space of L. 
However, some experimental computations by Fox differential calculus indicates that 
the behaviour of the group G,(L) is quite different from that of the fundamental group of 
the 2-fold branched covering space of L. 
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In fact, we do not know what the group G,(L) represents. Therefore, we merely ask the 
following question. 
Question. Can one interpret the group invariant G,(L) as the fundamental group of 
some space associated to the link L? 
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